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Grace 
March 3-12 
Vol. XVI, No. 10 REGIS COLLEGE, DENVER, COLORADO 
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GOI!D Don't Miss Your Great Opportunity 
March 1, 1934 
Prediction of Earthquakes 
Poss£h!P. --- Father Forstall 
FEDERAL FUNDS 
AID STUDENTS 
Regis' application for an allot-
ment of funds to help students from 
the Civil Works Administration 
has been accepted. The plan allows 
a school to place a percentage of 
its student enrollment on the pay-
roll. At present we have twelve 
men who are receiving aid from 
this source, though this does not 
complete the number allowed. 
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My dear students, 
LORETTO HEIGHTS SPONSORS 
CATHOLIC PRESS CONVENTION 
FATHER FORSTALL, S.J. 
Rehearsals Held 
for Coming Play 
The first three rehearsals for 
'Journey's End," the war play to 
>e presented by the Regis actors 
his spring, have been held. These 
'ehearsals have been confined to 
eadings of the play. Mr. Reichle, 
.. J., director of the cast, has been 
ruch pleased wilh the interpreta-
on of parts by the tentative mem-
~rs of the cast. They are now 
1sily engaged in committing their 
nes to memory. Active rehearsals 
1r the first act will begin next 
·eek. It is hoped that the cast 
·m have their respective roles 
mastered .early in order to allow 
plenty of time f_or working out the 
:;tage effects required for a success-
ful presentation of this classic pro-
duction. Students and friends of 
Regis are assured that it will be 
one of the best dramatic produc-
tions staged by Regis for quite some 
time. 
Spaghetti Dinner 
Is a Success 
The Italian Spaghetti dinner 
given under the auspices of the St. 
Anthony Neighborhood House, was 
served at the Holy Ghost Hall last 
Thursday evening. Students from 
Loretto Heights and Regis helped 
make the affair a huge success. 
About two hundred guests enjoyed 
the dinner. While the food was be-
ing served an Italian orchestra ren-
iered strains of Italian music and 
nany modern tunes. 
NRA Crusader 
Gives Address 
The Administration, realizing 
that there were many deserving 
students who were either out of 
school because of finances or who 
were pressed to meet obligations, 
extended its relief program to help 
them. Many colleges and universi-
ties have availed themselves of this 
opportunity to help those who would 
otherwise be unable to continue 
their education. 
Students Await 
Essay Contest 
Once again the time has rolled 
around when all literary minded 
students are seen strolling hither 
and yon on the campus with thick, 
heavy tomes tucked away under 
their arms. To a foreign observer 
this would, no doubt seem a bit 
queer, but to the student body it 
simply means that the time is ap-
proaching for the prize essay con-
test sponsored by the Chicago and 
Missouri Provinces of Jesuit col-
leges. 
This contest has been an annual 
event at Regis for many years now. 
Regis students have always shown 
up well in the contest. The year 
before last a Regis student, Charles 
C. Collins, won first place and Ed-
ward Anderson won fifth place. 
This is the month of March, 
· the • month dedicated to St. 
Joseph. In your prayers to 
him do not forget the financial 
needs of the College. Our 
success is your success. 
During the season of Lent 
you are given added oppor-
tunities for prayer and pen-
an,ce so necessary for your 
immortal souls. As students 
you cannot do very much in 
th~ matter of fasting but you 
can abstain and you can pray 
and you can give more time 
to your studies and you can 
work more seriously.· Learn 
now to do the difficult things 
so that the trials and hard-
ships of the future will find 
you prepared to master what 
may seem impossible to the 
fainthearted. 
Very sincerely yours, 
J. A. HERBERS, S.J. 
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COMING! 
The 1934 "model" of the "Ramb-
lers" will soon be on display, (pro-
vided we are not deluged with rain 
or snow.) Like Father Dimichino's 
dances, baseball practice has always 
had an insatiable capa'city for at-
tracting inclement weather. It 
seems the fury of the "elements" 
always concentrates its attention 
on the baseball field. However, this 
is a year of upsets and we hope 
that ihe weatherman, together with 
some of the best teams in the re-
gion, will be dethroned. 
Although but four veterans form 
the nucleus of the team, exception-
ally strong "frosh" replacements 
are availabl~ and the prospects of 
FRANK SULLIVAN 
Coffee· Club 
Again Meets 
The coffee drinkers assembled on 
Saturday, February 24, at the home 
of Charley Collins, the editor of the 
Literary Supplement, for another 
meeting of lively discussion and 
airing of opinions. A real "liter-
ary stir" about the Regis campus 
was evidenced by the general trend 
of thought throughout the evening. 
Frank Sullivan 
Gives Address 
The first annual Catholic School 
Press Convention was held on Sat-
urday, Feb. 24, at Loretto Heights 
College, with a very prominent list 
of speakers gracing the day's ses-
sion. 
The convention was opened by 
the celebration of 1\(.ass in the col-
lege chapel by Msgr. Matthew 
Smith, editor of the Denver Catho-
lic Register. This was followed by 
the registering of delegates. Then 
Msgr. Smith gave a speech in which 
he laid down the essential qualities 
of the jour~alist. In giving advice 
to young aspirants, he said that to 
be a good journalist one ought first 
go to an arts college to receive a 
foundation, then enter a newspaper 
office for experience. He also stat-
ed that every journalist must have 
enthusiasm (the public won't read 
unattractive material), a keen sense 
of human interest and a deep in-
sight into human nature. He must 
learn to put variety in the column, 
as well as in the paper as a whole. 
Such prominent speakers as: 
Mary Thompson, editor of the 
children's page of the Denver Post; 
Mrs. J. E. Smith, an outstanding 
The Intercollegiate Essay Contest literary woman of Denver; Mr. J. 
was a subject of particular interest, E. Smith, the oldest newspaper em-
and as this year's contest is con- ployee on the Roclty Mountain 
cerne~ with the Catholic Revival, News; Miss Anne New, society edi-
is was only natural that consider- tor of the Rocky Mountain News; 
able discussion should ensue on ·Rev. D. J. Morning; Mr. Hubert 
what Christopher Dawson has Smith were also listed on the pro-
called "The Modern Dilemma." It gram for the day. 
d d eed1. 1 e is acknowledged by practically all This year Regis has a distinct a goo squa are exc ng Y n- Mr. Frank Sullivan, prominent 
· Th t t r 1·n present-day thinkers that western advantage in the contest. The sub- couragmg. e ve erans re u n g Regis senior, gave an interesting 
W 'l D · Ch'ler civilization is facing a crisis. In ject chosen is one with which we are: 1 son, omemco, 1 o, talk on "The Value of Literary 
d L me an Freshma Pros addition, it is becoming more and are all acquainted-"The Need of an am rm · n · Space in School Papers." He point-
t G'bb C th dral more apparent that the materialis-the Catholic Rivival in the United pee s are: 1 ons, ex- a e ed out that although it be literature 
St t " s· th t' f th lum1"nary,· Verdieck, O'Meara, and tic trend of modern life is lea,ding a es. mce e mee mg o e it need not lack the lively interest 
fi t C th 1. L"t t c Byrne, Regr·s High products,· and ultimately to Communism. The rs a o 1c 1 era ure ongress that any article appearing in a 
h ld h · D f Clark, a gr·aduate of Annunciation. only plausible means of avoiding was e ere m enver we o newspaper should have. He also 
Regis College are exceedingly well Others gifted with baseball ability this catastrophe is the development added that literature shou:.: l>P 
informed on this matter. We are, are: Harrington, Harris, Stansbury of an international spiritual and definitely placed in the school peri-
as you might say, seasoned in the and Canjar, who pride themselves cultural unity which .can remedy odical and presented in such a man-
revival. We shall be able to write on their prowess are invited to the evils of modern nationalism. ner that it would be looked forward 
on the subjejct with a sense of come to practice, where their mil- The only institution to which we to and cherished by the student. 
authority. This is a tremendous ad- lion dollar arms and .400 batting can look for the construction of 
vantage over the students of other averages will be duly noticed. such a bond of unity is the Catholic 
The call for practice will be is- Church. colleges, not so well acquainted 
with the Renaissance. 
The student body on the whole 
seems to be manifesting a great 
interest in the contest. Each seems 
to realize this year is THE year 
for Regis College to forge to the 
front. Each seems to realize that 
we hold a big head-start over other 
collegians. 
Father Masse has been giving lec-
tures in his English classes recently 
on the subject in order to get the 
boys in the spirit of the thing and 
to furnish them background for 
their essays. 
sued in the near future, the exact 
date depending on the weather. 
Chemistry Club 
The new members recently ad-
mitted to the club are entering en-
couragingly into the spirit of the 
organization.-Ma1·vin Milan. 
Holds Meeting Three Regis Students 
-. - _ . Visit Convention 
The explanatwn of Isomensm 
Three students of the Commerce 
and Finance Department of Regis, 
Dan Higgins, Paul Schmitz and 
Bert Semler received invitations 
from Mr. Pierce, sales-manager of 
An important highlight in the 
day's entertainment was that given 
by Vance Graham of K.O.A., as well 
as a one-act play given by the 
dramatic club of Loretto. 
At 6: 30 p.m. a dinner was held 
at the Argonaut Hotel, where sev-
eral short speeches were given and 
new pledges of the Press Club of 
Loretto were received. The winners 
of the contest for high school groups 
were awarded prizes for a story on 
Catholic Action. First prize was 
awarded to Catherine Connelly of 
Cathedral High School, Denver. 
The second prize was won by Mar-
garet Day of Saint Mary's Academy 
of Denver. 
the Frigidaire Company, to attend Those delegated to represent 
the annual convention of this or- Regis at the convention were: Vin-
Dr. Deloss W. Walker, widely 
given at the last meeting of the 
chemistry club, on Thursday eve-
ning of this week, provided inter-
esting material for a learned dis-
cussion which followed. A general 
knowledge of the field of isomers 
that constantly confront the chem-
ist is essential. The explanation 
The subject has great possibili-
ties for serious thought. During 
the last decade, especially, an error-
known public speaker, who is tour- mous revival in catholic literature of "why" and "how" these peculiar ganization held on Tuesday, Feb- cent Giacomini, Richard McNamara, 
ing most of the principal cities of and letters has been going on in structures act is at times difficult ruary 20, at the Cosmopolitan Hotel. Francis · Forsyth and Martin Hast-
the United States, gave a very in- Europe - especially England and to explain satisfactorily. Much of The meeting comprised an all-day ings. 
teresting talk to the student assem- France. Italy and Germany as well our "explanation" is theoretical; session followed by a banquet in the 
bly on Feb. 21. Mr. Walker made . as the Scandinavian countries, have not all can be demonstrated. evening. F 
an appeal for individual responsi- produced Catholic artists of out- At the next meeting of the club, The program consisted of drama- r • Dimichino 
Is Giving Talks bility and initiative in speeding up st3:nding ability. However, in the invitations will be extended to the tic skits illustrating different ideas 
the economic recovery, especially United States we have no Catholic freshmen science students to make about Frigidaire. Moving pictures 
stressing the need of new life for writers that measure up to the stan- the acquaintance of the purposes also were shown and the whole 
the country to spring from the dards of the Europeans. Of course of the chemistry club and also to assortment of Frigidaire products Father Dimichino is again giving 
present- collegiate generation. Quot- we can readily see by social, eco· insure its posterity. Veterans of were demonstrated. This demon- his illustrated lectures on the Mass 
ing Confucius: "As goes the stud- nomic and political co;nditions that the club have found the meetings stration was divided into air 
ent, so goes the nation,' Mr. Walker something is needed here in the interesting, instructive and very conditioning apparatus, household 
began the outline of what he con- United States. Is it a revival? helpful in many ways and know apparatus and commercial products. 
sidered the primary obstacles hin- Would an interest in Catholic let- that such advantages should not be Plans of merchandising and adver-
dering the rehabilitation of business ters and art and principles promote denied to the science students yet tising were given to the assembled 
and the sacraments to the children 
of Mt. Carmel parish. S~x to eight 
hundred children attend these lee-
in our country. the welfare of our country? to come at Regis. delegates. 
tures which are given each week 
during Lent. During Passion Week 
a mission will conclude the series. 
> 
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Regis is particularly favored this year in having as a topic 
for the intercollegiate essay competit_ion, a subject that has 
almost become common knowledge about the campus. Prac-
tically since the inception of the school year in September, we 
have been constantly reminded of the great movement known 
as "The Catholic Revival"-innumerable articles have emanat• 
ed from the English Department, gracing not only these illus-
trious folds, but the pages of many a leading newspaper and 
periodical; even a course on this very subject has been intro-
duced into the curriculum. The spirit of this reawakening has 
slowly permeated, as it were, the Yery atmosphere of the school, 
so that even the most recalcitrant ignorer of present day Catho-
lic literary progress that we can find in school, concedes that 
he has been unconsciously forced to become familiar with at 
least some of the leading names and aims in this movement. 
(f!~.EH.£11~/IY~O.DS ~ 
"Where Denver Shops With Confidence" 
Publlshed by the students of Regis College and issued on the flrat 
and fltteenth of each month from October to June. Subscription rate, 
U.50 per year. 
Entered as second-class matter Nov. 8, 1920, at the Post Office at 
Denver, Colo., under the Act of March 3, 1879. 
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for In 
Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Dec. 1, 1920. 
Member of Colorado Division Interscholastic Press Association. 
Member of Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate Press Association. 
EDITORIAL STAFF 
EDITOR ........................................................................ VINCENT GIACOMINI 
Associate Editors-Alec Keller, Walter ~ranz, Richard McNamara, 
Joseph W. Walsh, Francis Forsyth. 
Literary Editor ----·······-······-······-····················-··-··········-··· Charles C. Collins 
Reporting Staff-James Payne, Marvin Milan, Mike Ryan, Robert Red· 
wine, Frank Zarlengo, Paul Horrigan, Art Cassidy, James Lough· 
lin, Wm. O'Brien, Martin Hastings, Frank Egan, Jack Murphy. 
Business Manager ......................................... ~.................................. Bert Semler 
Circulation Manager ...................................................................... Louis Weber 
Assistants .......................................................... Alan Lutz, Spalding Payne 
We are anxiously anticipating the laurels of victory to fall 
again on Regis. Two years ago she certainly set a worthy 
precedent, forging ahead with first and fifth places; and since 
this year interest is surely not lacking or lukewarm, we hope 
to see Regis not only emulate this enviable record but carry 
it forward in a still more glorious march of achievement. 
HOW ABOUT IT FROSH? 
The Frosh have decif)ed to continue an old tradition, for 
some reason not adhered to last year, that has always been of 
valuable assistance to them, giving them an opportunity to ex-
POLITICAL INDIFFERENCE press publicly and freely and without fear of reproach, what-
A well known American journalist, with the facts and fig- ever nascent idealism or latent genius lies dormant beneath 
the more stolid exterior contour of their most worthy class. 
urea of "The New Deal" on his finger tips, recently criticized We refer to their annual excursion into the realms of the 
severely the political indifference and laxity of the American "fourth estate" that is, the edition. of the Brown and Gold by 
undergraduate. We wish to confirm this splendid view point, the Freshman aspirants to journalistic fame. Though a bit 
rather than follow the usual college editorial procedure of op- late in the season and perhaps slightly far removed from the 
posing it. days of tribulation and confusion of Freshman rules, a general 
get together and airing of views might serve as a means of re-
College men are in greater need of political awakening newing the bond of common interest that still exists among 
than any other group we know of, except possibly the now the various members. Not to be ironical, and yet to reserve, 
quiescent Republican Party. For a concrete example, we have at the same time, a little of the Frosh distinction, we are grant-
scholars on our own campus who are unfamiliar with the names ing them the March 15 issue, which, in keeping with the famous 
of President Roosevelt's cabinet members. We are bold enough Irish Saint whose feast we celebrate about this date, we hope 
to have printed in and enhanced by a green background. We'll 
to assert that there are others who cannot even define the' be waiting for you and expecting great. things, 0 ye Frosh. 
commonest term of the administration-N.R.A. 
However, on the other hand, it is always considered typical-
ly collegiate to gather in small circles and review jokingly and 
too critically the vital steps made in recent months by the ad-
ministration in Washington. Why should we young men be 
so very lax or so cynical? This is the part usually played by 
the down-town loafer or the cheap ward politician. I 
Mr. Roosevelt is doing everything in his power to instill 
strong faith and political interest in his people. It is really a 
pity that groups of hand-picked individuals, styled College men, 
should aid in combating this noble cause, either by indifference 
or cynicism.--Joe Murphy. 
Final Closeout 
Values up to $30 
Hurry in, and pick out a suit before 
the best choice' is gone! Great oppor-
tunity to get good clothes, in desirable 
weights and shades for spring wear. 
Snap Brim 
Elocution Vie to 
Be Held March 
The Knights of 'columbus eloc 
tion contest, an annual event, w; 
be held Tuesday, March 6 in tl 
Little Theatre. 
The contestants in the order i 
which they will appear, and tll 
titles of their selections are as fo 
t:r ab 
goo a 
tobacct 
uTHIS Granger 
I call good co 
just about as go1 
pouch. 
u Here's what I 
the tobacco righ 
fold it up smaller 
That makes it ha 
««And I want 1 
for the tobacco 
Granger keeps a 
whisde, and mar 
a sensible package 
10 cents 
ttl want to s, 
is just abo 
tobacco I e. 
I • 
Values up to $30 
Many less than Half-Price! Mighty 
fine coats for mighty little money-bet-
ter get one now to wear next winter. 
Payable Ys Down, Ys in 30 Days, Ys iin 60 Days 
COTTRELL:S 
621 Sixteenth St. 
ranger Rougl 
@ 19}4, UGGBTT & MYBitS TOBACCO Co., 
the pipe tobacco thafs Ml1 
the pipe tobacco that•s 
-fo 
Hats 
Smart Spring 
Shapes 
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LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 
An Organ 
of the 
Catholic Revival 
March 1, 1934 
Notes and Footnotes 
By SCRIBANUS 
CLIMATE AND ART 
California has heard of Denver's 
Literature Congress! In the course 
of an editorial on Father Daniel 
Lord, S.J., San Francisco's Irish 
paper, The L eader, had this to say. 
"Recently the erudite Jesuit priest 
attended a Catholic Literature Con-
gress held, of all places, in Denver. 
Denver is a city that has not yet 
been considered as out or its swad-
dling clothes in respect to Catholic 
literature .... " Rather amusing, I 
should say. The editor should study 
the effect of warm, bright sunshine 
on the growth and development 
of organic life. Denver skipped 
Art As We Know It 
By MARTIN HASTING 
Of late there have appeared cer-
tain parties on the left who have 
been singing the requiem for 
American art. They have eulogized 
the demise of our artistic taste in 
emphatic, stacatto, yet mournful 
epitaphs. But surely American art 
is not dead. They must be mis-
taken. Surely such an advanced 
nation as ours, the peer of any in 
the world, a leader in many differ-
ent ways, in Democratic politics, 
industry, lack of common sense 
(e.g. 1929-1933), engines, unbelief 
and accident mortality must have 
developed an art equal to the stand-
ard she bears in the world. And 
its adolescence. Conscious of its she has. 
achievement it refuses to be per- I don't know who could have be-
turbed by talk of "swaddling come so pessimistic as to imagine 
clothes," at least until its more that we of the present day are so 
mature sister city of the West puerile and lacking in ability and 
demonstrates its superiority. Yes, strength that we cannot hold our 
in a friendly way, we challenge our own with the masters of old? Why, 
friends on the Coast to emulate the we have even surpassed them. 
Denver Congress. While Michelangelo, Raphel, Liszt, 
A SCOTCH EXPATRIATE Holbein, Mozart, Beethoven, Her-
What has become of Bruce Mar- bert, and others left us incom-
parable treasures of beauty in 
shall? It is two years now since 
his Father Malachy's Miracle creat-
ed storms of applause mingled with 
cries of disapproval in Catholic 
literary circles. The cries of dis-
approval failed to halt the applause, 
and now critics are pretty well 
agreed that "Malachy's Miracle is 
one of the great Catholic satires of 
the post-war period. Writing with 
deadly intent for mature people, 
Marshall, a Scotch accountant liv-
ing in Paris, veteran of the World 
War in which he lost a leg fighting 
for England, stripped the meretri-
cious glamor from contemporary 
British materialism and exposed the 
rot and corruption underneath. His 
satire, lacking wholly the geniality 
of Chesterton's, literally excoriates 
its subject. Would that we could 
turn him loose on the newspaper 
critics of New York! 
painting, architecture, music and 
the dance, we are much more for-
tunate, according to an Iowa min-
ister, in having today an exponent 
of Michelangelo, expressed in his 
geometr ically perfect architectural 
designs, the marvelous grace of 
Beethoven's fantasies, and the ease 
BROWN AND GOLD LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 
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' Nascitur non Fit I===== 
Obscurity, obscenity, 
A short line and a long, 
Frustrated masculinity, 
Make up ye poet's song. 
Sing a song for six-pence 
Pass it off as art, 
Leave out words and mix tense. 
Play the poet's part. 
Let your hair grow where it will, 
Wear a flowing tie. 
If your thought is really nil, 
You're writing poet-try. 
-Frank Sullivan. 
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Whitewash on a Fence 
A Play in One Act 
By WALTER KRANZ 
Dumb Luck 
By FRANK SULLIVAN 
The following headline appeared 
in the San Francisco News, Dec. 
23, 1930: "Roy Martin Commits 
Suicide. Wealthy Utilitief? Mag-
nate Found Dead. Grief Stricken 
''There will be a 
difference'' 
-Newman 
Page One 
The New Day 
By W. KRANZ 
I am going to write a sentence 
which, no doubt, many will find 
hard to believe. Nevertheless, I 
feel confident that, in placing the 
statement down in black and white, 
Relative Attributes Demise to Ill very few, if any, will doubt me. 
Health." The sentence runs thus: Today 
On July 14 of the· following year, there is prevalent in the .Catholic 
the San Jose Times carried a brief Church a mighty movement of an 
notice: "Henry Blaine was hanged intellectual and literary nature 
early this morning for the murder which is unknown to the vast rna-
of his uncle, Roy Martin, San jority of Catholics. 
To my mind, this is a very de-
plorable fact. Yet it is all too true. 
Why is it that Catholics, acting in 
a group, are so extremely blase, 
may I say? Let the cynics laugh. 
I expect them to. It would not 
seem natural if a few of the more 
"sensitive minds" would not whine 
and ridicule. Of course there can 
never be a Catholic revival. It's 
all too remote and far-fetched. In 
fact, it is positively absurd. 
Nevertheless, facts cannot be de-
nied. The sun rises in the east 
and sets in the west. There is a 
Catholic Revival. 
It began to flourish when New-
man planted the mustard seed al-
most a century ago; it grew stead-
ily during the last half of the 
nineteenth century; until today, 
one can call it, with no exaggera-
tion, the dominant intellectual ef-
fort of our times. 
Our non-Catholic brethren are ex-
> 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
BROWN AND GOLD LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 
measure briefly of several contem- that a poet is a long-haired eccen-
porary giants, including the twin tric with an "artistic" disposition. Dumb Luck Art As We Know It 
dunces Wells and Shaw, lays the "Chaucer looked like a customs- (Continued from page 1) (Continued from page 1) G. K. CHESTERTON, Saint Thomas groundwork for a doctoral disserta- house official," he writes, "Sydney 
Aquinas. New York, Sheed and tion in psychology by pointing out like a soldier, Milton like a school- · · cause to enter the study until morn- calls this dance art just as he ar-
mg. But the butler happened m gues that Weste·rn Story Magazine Ward. $2.00. the development of salesmanship master, Burns like a farmer, and b t 'd · ht d s ' 
a ou m1 mg an . . . ay. is the supreme effort of I!!Odern Mr. Chesterton is unusually from Personality by way of Psy- Byron like a dissipated man of the It was seven-thirty when I got American literateurs. 
March 1, 1934 
of their night-mare to transcribe 
it for us the next. 
A really fine, modern and new 
plot is about as scarce in our 
present-day movie as a twenty-dollar 
gold piece. 
While I argue that, when Amer-sprightly in his latest book-or is chology, illuminates the Middle world." The normality of the poet, back to the Martin home. I grabbed 
it his latest book ?-which he de- Ages, turns the flashlight of his as well as his virility, might have the butler. How did it happen that 
votes to the great Aquinas. Every penetrating mind on Frederick II, been more emphatically insisted he was wandering into Mr. Martin's 
trick known to the intellectual and finally-although finally is mis- upon by quoting in its entirety study at midnight? Why he had 
acrobat is here, including a few leading here, for it signifies only Joyce Kilmer's vigorous lines on the been waiting up to let Mr. Blaine 
which only G. K. himself can per- the end of this sentence, not that poet who did away with himself. out. You see he had Mr. Blaine's 
form. Unlike the ordinary vir- Chesterton makes an end-he gives The chapters on technique which hat and coat. In fact the funny 
tuoso, however, Mr. Chesterton does the reader in forty-two brilliant follow are obviously the work of thing was he still had them here 
not exhibit his tricks for the sake and incisive pages contrasted por- one who is a poet in his own right. in the house. And when he didn't 
of the tricks; he subordinates them traits of two of his favorite saints, The twin devils of meter and scan- hear any sound since 10:30 he 
with heroic restraint to the matter il Poverello and the Dumb Ox, which sion are brusquely exorcised; and thought he would peep in and in-
at hand. He never, for instance, alone are worth the price of the the true nature of the rhythm vestigate. Well, that was all right. 
stands on his head, although he book. There is food for many a characteristic of our language is Little funny, though, Mr. Blaine 
does stand the modern Manicheans meditative hour in the following sensibly explained. Traditional leaving his hat and coat behind. 
on their heads. Here is an ex- comment: "Therefore it is the topics such as imagination, diction, He wouldn't do that unless he was 
ample. "The old Manicheans," he paradox of history that each gen- feeling, receive adequate treatment. in a hurry. But he couldn't have 
We have, though, a better and ican art of the commercial variety 
announces, "taught that Satan orig- eration is converted by the saint There is a precious chapter on been in a hurry unless ... Say! 
more common example of our idea 
of American art in the present day 
movie. Here is found the acme of 
American artistic endeavor, if 
money expended be the criterion. 
Now more especially is this true 
with the advent and promise of the 
talkies. Now we can not only see 
John Rudolfo or Eulalia Kruts act 
in their superb and inimitable fash-
ion, but we now can hear their 
beautiful voices. But what a 
change there is in the real, human, 
feminine voice and the electrically 
transcribed one the movie gives us. 
Ordinarily the feminine voice is inated the whole work of creation who contradicts it most · · · As the analysis of poetry which does much "Mr. Blaine," I said, "I'm in 
one of beauty. It has a marvelous-commonly attributed to God. The nineteenth century clutched at the to make this irritating and some- psychology at Berkeley and we're 
ly pleasing tone, a softness that is new Calvinists taught that God Franciscan romance, precisely be- what intangible problem more than interested in the phenomena that 
unequalled in nature, an effect that originates the whole work of damna- cause it had neglected romance, so ordinarily concrete. accompany suicide. We hope by ·only a woman's voice can produce. 
tion commonly attributed to Satan. the twentieth century is already The value of the book is greatly cataloguing the symptoms to be To listen to a really beautiful fern-
One looked back to the first day clutching at the Thomist rational enhanced by numerous examples of able to recognize this tendency in inine voice is a pleasure never bore-
when a devil acted like a god, the theology, because it has neglected good poetry which reveal a sound a man and prevent his action. I some. But what a travesty the 
other looked forward to a last day reason." taste without any tendency toward wonder if you would go through talkies make of this gift of God to 
when a god acted like a devil." Mr. Chesterton has brought St. the esoteric. Indeed, the poems your last evening with Mr. Martin man's tired ear! No longer is 
Some people, unfortunately, frown Thomas to the man on the street. which Mr. Maynard has included, in minute detail." Eulalia's voice a thing of beauty and 
on this Chestertonian procedure. The worthy successor of Dr. John· taken separately, would make a He would and he did. "Then, Mr. comfort, but it is now a harsh, rasp-
They seem to think that the rhetor- son in the high places of real talk generous anthology. Blaine, you left?" ing utterance that rudely scrapes 
ical stunting masks an absence of chats with the layman about the We recommend the Preface to Yes, he had gotten his hat and our nerves. The feminine voice, 
thought. Whether Mr. Chesterton sanest philosophy in the world. It Poetry to all teachers who have had coat and gloves from the hall and while still retaining qualities which 
is too intellectually subtle for them, is inconceivable that the layman difficulty with the poetry course. gone home. distinguish it from that of man, is 
or whether their absurd seriousness will not play the part of a silent The ordinary reader, whether in- "Henry Blaine," I said, "You sadly transformed and maltreated 
incapacitates them for smiling dur- Boswell. To do so, he need only terested in poetry or not, will like- didn't get your hat and coat, be- by the sound devices of the movies. 
ing the intellectual process, I do buy the book. wise find the book interesting and cause they are still at Martin's Along with the movies came a 
not know. This much, though, is instructive. home. You didn't get your gloves group of people who, because of 
certain: Mr. Chesterton is writing THEODORE MAYNARD, Preface to in the hall because you didn't leave their ability to recognize just what 
the most pregnant prose being writ· Poetry. New York, Century. A Note on Sources them there. Why not? I'll tell sort of entertainment would suit 
ten today; and, what is more, writ· $2.00. you, Henry Blaine. Because you the American theatre taste, have 
ing it in a way that gives genuine The teaching of poetry constitutes were going to use them to prevent marvelously prospered. These seen-
intellectual and literary pleasure. a problem in American colleges. Many people who are interested finger prints." ario writers are men who either 
To find the two combined is indeed Gone are the days when every col- iL..-Illodern Catholic literature notice Blaine had paled, so I took a big have no imagination or refuse for 
h 
· with dismay that it is difficult to I b"t 1· d went on an extraordinary P enomenon m legian was expected to att.,tin some chance. I my 1P an · some occult reason to use it. Our 
contemporary literature. The geri- proficiency in the making of verses. keep this interest alive. They would "You murdered Roy Martin because average movie is either a repeti-
tl t 
_. like to read Catholic books, but h" h · d b u e you ial G. K. should, consequen Y, u · Indeed, under ouJ;.Ipresent elective you are Is eir an eca s tion of the time-honored formula of 
· ·t· _.,.,, there is no one to tell them what t bl1·ng terly disregard the pigmy-en 1cs system the s~ent finds it possible needed money o cover gam villain, hero and heroine, or it por-f ld 1 b t 
.. . ---' t books among all those poured forth y h d h" r1'te co'ncern with thei_r sil_ly o . ero a ou . para- to fulfilL- "' , language requ.iremen _s losses. ou a 1m w - trays some fantastic plot that makes th t h 1 7 t by American presses are the prod- · t t• f h1·s rai'lroad doxes ghttermg w1 a cer am o - wit~ ... .: exposing at all h1s prac 1- mg an ex en Ion o Jules Verne look like an imagin-
lowness." Most of these fine fellows f' Snature to the cultural influence ucts of Catholic writers. In other which he did not favor. Martin ative school-boy. we go to a show 
have yet to learn the difference J:r • of poetry. words, they lack intelligent direc- handed you the note which you took either knowing before we pay our 
tween paradox and antithe~ For some time a real need has tion in their reading, and lacking in a gloved hand, having put on "two-bits" (if we go before noon) 
But back to the a4~b... Mr. existed for a book which, without this, they soon lose interest in your gloves under pretense of leav- how it will end, with hero and 
f Catholic literature and return to · y h t R M rt1"n through Chesterton has done ..nodest job betraying the high excellence o mg. ou s o oy a heroine happily married or prac-
b ·t · t t the practice of indiscriminate selec- th h t t the gun 1'n h1"s dead t t exceedingly wel\· · · """;; student will poetry, would appeal Y 1 s m eres e ear , pu tically so, or else we go to ry o 
~.:; here that will increase and simplicity to the average col- tion. fingers where rigor mortis caused figure out how one man or a whole 
his knowledge of the Smnma. On lege man. The older books were For a fair number of Denverites, it to be gripped. Then you hurried company of them could have all 
more than one page the author of much too technical and academic; Regis College with its Library, to make your getaway and just eaten the wrong thing one night 
Orthodoxy insists that he knows no and they all made the mistake of Current Literature Club, and Liter- missed the perfect crime by a hat and managed to remember enough 
philosophy and slightly less theol- taking for granted a spontaneous ary Supplement solves the problem. and a coat." 
ogy; that he is not attempting to response on the part of the under- Thus a member of the Current Blaine's hand scarcely shook as 
write even a biography of the Saint; graduate. That is to say, the pill Literature Club hears every two he signed his confession. 
that, in short, with a lusty dig in was not rendered sufficiently sac- weeks careful comment on, and I walked up to the city desk. 
the Wellsian ribs, he essays only charine. criticism of, the latest books in Campbell started to say something. 
"to make an outline of biography, Professor Maynard's book fills the many different fields. Fortified "Shut up," I said, and I pushed 
now that anybody seems capable of bill nicely. His years of experience with this knowledge, he can go to Blaine forward and threw the con· 
WTiting an outline ot history or an in the classroom have given him a the College Library where he finds fession down in front of him. 
outline of anything." The emphasis good understanding of the preju- available all of the new Catholic "Listen," said Campbell, "this is 
is mine.) dices of the undergraduate; while books and many of the latest non- just dumb luck and you know it. 
Nevertheless, Mr. Chesterton man-
ages to give the layman a very in-
telligible account of the important 
events in the life of Saint Thomas 
and a workable outline of the main 
ideas of the Thomistic synthesis. 
He does much more. He writes a 
treatise on asceticism, discusses the 
Protestant Reformation, takes the 
lj&) ~d :f",~'h;ht:; 
hl·s own love of poetry and his pro- Catholic books. Members frequent- So don't try to tell me your first 
ficiency in it have prevented him ly remark that their reading is yarn had anything back of it be-
from emasculating the greatest of much more interesting and valuable sides carelessness. That's why I 
the arts. The introduction, read in because of this intelligent direc- fired you." 
conjunction with the first four chap- tion. "Campbell," I said, "you didn't 
ters, would persuade even George Since there are many, however, fire me. I quit. I knew this was 
F. Babbitt that there is something who cannot take advantage of these a murder right from the start." 
to poetry after all. Professor May- opportunities, and who desire never- Then ... Say! all of a sudden it 
nard gently destroys the notion theless to know something about dawned on me. 
bishop of Canterbury confronted 
with the overwhelming problem 
of lay-investiture and its many 
evil implications. The account 
of how this saintly but nonethe-
less vigorous man successfully op· 
posed the forces working against 
the Church's supreme authority 
furnishes reading of a most stim-
ulating as well as illuminating 
nature. 
There also appeared, in 1933, 
a new printing of CHRISTIAN 
SOCIAL MANIFESTO by 
Joseph Husslein, SJ. The N.~.A. 
has made men cunous about SO· 
cial justice," which is merely. the 
re-statement of the social princi-
ples as expounded by Pope Leo 
XIII and Pope Piu.s XI. In this 
book the labor encyclicals of both 
Pontiffs are interpreted in the 
light of existing conditions. 
the new Catholic literature, it ·may "Anybody," I said, "except a 
not be profitless to point out cer- moron like you would know that 
tain publications which provide you can't shoot yourself with you're 
helpful information. right hand straight through the 
Most of the new books, Catholic heart. To commit suicide you shoot 
and otherwise, which are deserving yourself through the head. Try it 
of notice, are reviewed in the pages sometime." 
of America, Commonweal, and The And then I walked out ... Say! 
The New Day 
H , "8 L, e-re sa -reaR 
fo-r Regis Men! 
Polo 
Coat:s 
e Tan, Grey, Oxford, Blue 
e Belt-all-around style 
e Made of "Camelcloth" 
is discussed, there are several rea· 
sons for long-faced soberness, black 
crepe, requiem music and pall-
bearers, still I do not think that we 
should give in wholly to this 
funereal spirit and weep under the 
cypresses. It would be much wiser 
to discard our mourning habits of 
black and don the white vestments 
of the penitent, begging Provi-
dence for forgiveness and enlighten· 
ment, singing the while a "Te 
Deum," because things might havl:' 
been worse, even though we don't 
see how. 
Notes and Footnotes 
(Continued from page 1) 
way. The former has recently 
given us a delightful book of essays, 
Front Dante to Jeanne d'A,-c; 
the latter a volume of finely-
chiseled stories and exquisite poems, 
Whistles ot Silver. If you are 
satiated with "blood-red realism," 
with Dreiser and the rapidly-failing 
Sinclair Lewis, try these colorful 
books for a change. 
FOR HIGHBROWS 
Jeremiads on contemporary civil-
ization, predictions of approaching 
war, prophecies of coming chaos 
are quite the fashion these days. 
Well they should be, the cynic will 
murmur, or rather mutter. Be that 
as it may, of all the doctors pre-
scribing for the sick body of civil-
ization, the most competent seem to 
be the Catholics. Scribanus recom-
mends four books, all serious, for 
the admittedly intelligent who are 
interested in the fundamental causes 
of the current muddle. They are: 
Louis J. A. Mercier's Challenge ot 
Humani snt, the Russian Berdyaev's 
End of Our Time, Christopher Daw-
son's Progress and Religion or 
(somewhat easier) The Modern 
Dilentma, and a masterly sym-
posium, The Life of the Church, by 
four French Jesuits, translated and 
edited by an English Jesuit, Father 
Martin D'Arcy. All of these titles 
are good Lenten food for the soul! 
year, the Science and Culture 
Series assumes more and more 
the proportions of a "University 
in print." Its list, ~oday, em· 
braces a broad educational field; 
its authors formulate an impres· 
sive aggregation of both Amer· 
ican and English scholars. It 
is an encouraging and significant 
fact that such a series has flour-
ished and gone steadily forward 
in the midst of a universal eco· 
nomic crisis. It would seem to 
indicate that there actually is a 
number of American Catholics 
who have attained their intellec· 
tual majority and who have been 
sufficiently generous to support 
a cultural movement of this kind. 
Among the achievements. of 
the series for 1933 · · · Chnsto· 
pher Hollis' ERASJI!US-a b~ld 
and fearless portrait of a six-
teenth-century scholar who, ap-
parently, has been getti~g more 
than his share of pra1se and 
glory. No mistaking his r_eal 
place in history after readmg 
Hollis' brilliant biography. 
A revival of interest in essays 
probably accounts for the rec?g-
nition being accorded Katherme 
Bregy's From Dante to Jeanne 
D'Arc. However, we venture to 
say that her writings would be 
received on their own merits for 
hers is that special gift of mak· 
ing the dim past remarkably 
exciting and challenging to mod· 
erns. 
Catholic World. The reader can 
generally trust these reviews. A 
list of books acceptable to Catho-
lics, whether written by Catholics 
or not, can be had from the Cardin-
al Hayes Literature Committee for 
a very nominal charge. This list is 
very helpful to directors of study 
clubs, librarians and teachers. The 
publishers are always willing to 
send information about their new 
books, although, in sending for this 
material, the reader should remem-
ber that it is not the habit of pub-
lishers to criticize their productions. 
The Bruce Company of Milwaukee 
send out regularly, interesting and 
well-written accounts of their new 
books. Sheed and Ward publish a 
chatty little magazine several times 
a year. These companies will put 
your name on their mailing list up-
on request, with no charge whatso-
ever to you. In addition to these 
sources, the weekly reviews of 
literature, New York Times Liter-
m·y Supplement, Saturday Review 
of Literature and others not infre-
quently carry reviews of the new 
(Continued from page 1) 
Revival exists. We must not be-
come disappointed if the average 
man knows little or nothing of such 
a thing, but we must realize that, 
with the help of God, and the con-
tinued perseverance of our gallant 
literary men, the Catholic Revival 
will embrace the whole world. If 
the poet and philosopher of the 
present control the development of 
the future, then we have much to 
expect from the new civilization 
that is painfully emerging from the 
chrysalis of history. 
Catholic books. These, while help-
ful, must be used with discrimina-
tion. Belloc, for instance, is not 
in high favor with a certain re-
viewer on the staff of the New York 
Times. Finally, The Queen's Work, 
in St. Louis is very generous in 
sending information on anything 
connected with Catholic literature. 
Step up, men ! Throw yourself 
into one of these new polo-type 
coats. Note the broad shoul-
ders and the large lapels. You 
will wonder how such coats 
can only be $21.50. There's 
only one conclusion ... it's a 
"break" for Regis men. Take 
advantage of it! 
St. Anselm by Joseph Oayton 
-the biography of an Arch· ' 
The Bruce Publishing Co. 
New York Milwaukee Chicago 
The May Co.-Second Floor 
> 
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•'APUD NOS" Creighton Prep. All should remem-
ber Skip as the greatest baseball 
pitcher the Rangers have had in a 
long time. Mr. Palrang takes the 
place of Mr. Edward Hicke;y who 
has been made head college coach. 
* * * 
• 
John Finn, who completed his 
studies the first semester of this 
school year and who will graduate 
with this year's graduating class in 
June, has accepted a position with 
the Kress Company in Pueblo. 
* * * 
The War Department announced 
this week the commission of Rev. 
Damon L. McCaddon, assistant pas-
tor of Holy Ghost, as a reserve 
Chaplain in the army; he will serve 
with the rank of first lieutenant. Fred Etough, graduate of '33, has Leonard Bisbing is operating- a 
Father McCaddon attended Regis 
College and Cathedral High School 
employment with the Gallagher grocery store of his own and has 
Transfer Company. six employes under his direction. 
before entering St. Thomas Semin- * * * 
ary where he was ordained . last Joe Dinan and Philip Dolan of 
June. He has as yet received no the class of '32 and '33 are employed 
appointment to active service. by a local packing house. 
* * * • * * 
* * * 
Ben Foley, '33, is a member of 
the Sargent Malo Investment Com-
pany. 
* * • 
Page Three 
~PIGGLY. WIGGLY 
~tum to QUALITY, 
tum tc E<ONOMY 
~
Weber: They can't do it, it's a 
grave injustice, I won't stand for 
it! 
Say a prayer for the boys on the "Skip" Palrang, former Regis John Mall, '33, is working at the .
1 
Jack Cummings, '33, is teaching 
wagon. Never mind, they're riding man, and coach of the High School Hendrie-Bolthoff Hardware Com- economics at the St. Francis de 
in the wagon now. has been appointed head coach of pany. I Sales Night School. 
Pat Orr is working in Chicago. 
* * * 
All out, it's time to change class-
es, see you then. Chilero: You won't stand for 
what? 
Weber: Raising the price of 
gasoline! 
Chilero: Why should you object, 
you have no car. 
Weber: No, but I have a cigar-
ette lighter. 
* * * 
Kral informs us that all of his 
corn is popped-that'll be a relief 
to some of the friends of Morpheus 
in and about his territory. 
* * * 
What's the matter, we don't hear 
anymore echoes reverberating from 
the mezzanine floor of Carroll Hall. 
Are the boys slipping or is it be-
cause Essay has become a misogy-
nist. 
* * * 
Redwine hasn't had an operatic 
brainstorm for three weeks-ah, 
well, these times do take the 
squeaks out of a guy. 
* * * 
Prof.: O'Briel)., what is manual 
labor? 
O'Brien: (After not having toiled 
for y'ars and y'ars) Manual labor 
is a Spaniard. I think he wrote 
Jose. 
* * • 
Even old Eli Culbertson wouldn't 
have a chance on the third floor-
at least that's what one person 
thinks. 
• * * 
Mr. McNamara wishes to take this 
occasion to let the "populus mundi" 
see his name, at least Loretto. 
• * • 
Hastings may have a voracious 
appetite, but at least he got one or 
twq words in-yes, for another 
piece of pie. 
* •. * 
Francis Forsyth doesn't believe 
in boycott, but nevertheless, a cer-
tain young maid at Loretto was 
quite "boy caught" with his risible-
ness. 
• * * 
We would like to know who this 
guy is thats gained such a hidden 
interest in the library. 
* * * 
It is getting so now that every 
day that beans are on the menu 
Burger comes around, and asks, 
"Had your sand today?" 
• • • 
The only college news reel thea· 
ter in the United States has begun 
its second year at the University of 
Minnesota and is open every noon 
to students for the admission price 
of five cents. 
Cbe Orapevine 
Well here it is the first of March 
and "Bird" Hastings has hay fever. 
Outside of that he is up to snuff. 
More oats meal. 
* * * 
Now that opus twenty-seven, opus 
fourteen, and opus pokus have been 
finished. Walter Kranz has slugged 
us with another counter point; he 
calls it the gallows song, "From 
Thee I Swing." Hope he gets a 
hearing, did we say herring? 
* * * 
A rare treat, maybe it was a 
good laugh, nevertheless that pen-
guin flew down and layed three 
Kool cigarettes on Nest Head 
Briley's head. Believe it or not. 
* * * 
Dodge: Say Collins, will you 
please give me a dime to help the 
old ladies home? 
Collins: Oh, are the girls out 
again? 
* * * 
Did you know that Paul Kral was 
in line with the midgets at the 
stage door waiting for Little Women 
to come out after the show. 
ONLY THE 
CENTER LEAVES FOR 
This picture tells' better than words the 
merit of your Lucky Strike. Luckies 
use only the center leaves. Not the top 
leaves, because those are under-devel-
oped-not ripe. Not the bottom leaves, 
because those are inferior in quality-
they grow close to the ground and are 
tough, coarse and always sandy. The 
center leaves are the mildest leaves, the 
finest in quality. These center leaves 
are cut into long, even strands and are 
fully packed into each and every Lucky 
-giving you a cigarette that is always 
round, firm, completely filled-no loose 
ends. Is it any wonder that Luckies are 
so truly mild and smooth? And in 
addition, you know, "It's toasted"-
for throat protection, for finer taste. 
Lucky Strike preaenb 
the Metropolitan 
Opera Company 
Saturday at 1.50 P. M., 
Eastern Standard Time, over 
Red and Blue Networks of 
NBC. Lucky 'Strike will 
broadcast the Metropolitan 
Opera Company of New York 
in the complete Opera, "Lucia 
di Lammerp1oor" 
Always the Finest Tobacco and only the Center Leaves 
Cop:rriBht, 1934, The .American Tobacco Comp1117. 
• 
tes 
NOT the top leaves-tlle,Y're u•tkr·deo•loped 
- -the.)' are harsh I 
Cream of the Crop 
mildest, smoothest tobacco" 
NOT the bottom leaves-tlle:7're i,ferlor iff 
- gualit,-coarse and alwa.)ls sand.)'! 
Page Four 
"BASKETBALL'S AMATEURS" 
When the dust had died down after the intra-mural basket-
ball tourney and the 29 games played over a period of some 
three months had become history we believed that the Regis 
basketeers had out Pigglied Piggley Wiggley and had their 
slightly protruding stomachs (3.2 had just returned remember?) 
full of basketball, but, alas, some of the lads must needs have 
a varsity basketball team. "But," we argued, "Regis cannot 
afford to enter any of the city tourneys worthy of her calibre, 
and of course, to break into the Rocky Mountain Conference, 
which is having trouble enough with its many members, was 
out of the question." 
"Well who said anything about a league, what we want to 
do is play ball-we don't care who we play, but just get us 
games," quoth the lads. "You mean simply for the ifun of it," 
I stood aghast watching a dream come true. Here were men 
wanting to play basketball "just for .fun." Still not convinced, 
I argued, "But most of you have heavy schedules to carry and 
since we are in no conference it is hardly worth while to prac-
tice five nights per week just for fun, because it will add too 
much to your scholastic load and in the end we won't gain by 
it, as most of your ·competition will be unheard-of teams. For 
the "good" teams are out to wm, and, as they have full 
schedules alread¥ we can't expect them to play a team that 
plays "just for fun." Why gentlemen you are amateurs. Do 
you realize what that means? These other teams are serious 
about it, they want glory and crowds and newspaper ballyhoo 
and you only want to play basketball-why shame on you, 
you're amateur, God bless you." 
So we played. A local booking office handled our "Sched-
ule." We booked to meet all comers and we did. If they could 
have secured us any of the better teams we would have been 
glad to play but most of the teams were second rate, as was 
to be expected under the circumstances. Still the members of 
the Regis team were satisfied because they were accomplishing 
their end in having a chance to play. We practiced very little 
but we played 33 games in all and most of the team's members 
(we carried a IS-man squad and most of them played every 
game) were glad of the opportunity to play at all, with no 
thought o,f glory, no desire for reward, no publicity (excepting 
the two games we lost!) 
~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII. !!)l I Plagiarisms 
ffiillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~ 
By F. L. F. 
A student at the University of 
Minnesota, received B in every 
course but one in which he received 
the grade F. The course he failed 
in was a psychology course in "How 
to Study." 
* * * 
Students at the University of 
Carolina read twenty-four percent 
more movie magazines than they 
do cultural magazines, such as, 
Atlantic Monthly, Time, etc.-A bit 
disappointing MT. Masse? 
* * * 
Co-eds are inclined to abstain 
from alcoholic beverages much less 
than their male friends, according 
to a questionnaire circulated by the 
Commerce Bulletin of New York 
University. 
* * * 
Whats our next song going to be? 
1930-"I found a Million Dollar 
Baby." 
1931-"I've Got Five Dollars." 
1932-"Here It Is Monday and 
I've Still Got a Dollar." 
1933-"Brother Can You Spare a 
Dime." 
1934-? ? ? 
• * * 
The Vatican library has released 
fer publication sixteen of the love 
letters of King Henry VIII of Eng-
land, who had so many wives most 
college students have difficulty re-
calling how many it was. 
* * * 
Purdue co-eds are now engaged 
in taking a course in "charm." 
The curriculum includes such im-
portant things as how to handle 
and hold a cigarette gracefully and 
how to avoid spilling cocktails. 
* * * 
Hot chcolate was served during 
examinations to students at Loui-
siana State University. 
* * * 
As the result of special permis-
sion from Eugene O'Neil, Father 
Reichle's Alma Mater, Columbia 
College, Dubuque, Iowa is going to 
present "Days Without End." 
• * * 
So comments the Creightonian 
"One of the deans at Washington 
University suggests the paddling of 
freshmen for cheating in exams. 
rather than for not wearing their 
caps."-What do you suppose the 
dean would do about the sopho-
moTes, junioTs and seniorsf 
• 
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Library Corner 
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, by explanation of the nature of the 
William A. Kelly, Ph. D. Bruce, mind and its functions; he is there-
1933. $2.40. by better prepared to study the 
It is a relief to pick up a book matter intelligently and to draw 
on Psychology which does not as- safe conclusions. This systel!l is 
sume that men and animals have followed throughout and, though it 
altogether the same "mental" op- involves repetition, the method is 
erations, and that one may study not haphazard but insures good re-
the latter and forthwith apply re- suits. He is equally tireless in 
suits to the former. In Dr. Kelly's citing and quoting sources. He is 
~·••tttttntntntttntttllttlltttnttntuttttuuntttttttntutttr,.. 
• HOME COOKING -
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book we read that man has a spiri- modern in giving a complete bib· ---------------
tual soul. A bold statement in the liography and review questions for 
face of present trends in education each chapter. Best of all, Dr. Kelly 
-and something of a rediscovery. presents his matter in a clear, sim-
ple and interesting manner. He 
At last a real text in Educational does not sacrifice clarity to a show 
Psychology has been written by one of profundity or brilliance of effect. 
who is a student both of the 
scholastic philosophy and of the Complete, modern, and orthodox 
thoroughly modern developments in this book should be very widely 
educational theory and practice. In used for years to come. It is a 
doing this, Dr. Kelly has filled a fitting tribute to the author's faith, 
sore need-an orthodox expression .courage and industry.-W. D. R. 
of theory and practice in terms of 
scholastic psychology. 
* * * 
THIS OUR DAY, by James M. 
Gillis. Paulist Press, 1933. $4.00. 
For over twelve years, cultured 
Catholics have been enjoying the 
delightful and very stimulating edi-
torials of Father Gillis, editor of 
the "Catholic World." They have' 
admired and relished them for their 
individual merit · as excellent com-
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we find them in this elegantly edit-
ed volume, that we are impressed 
with the uniform consistent philoso-
phies of life they expound, an ele-
vated criticism of events and ten-
dencies of life around us, in perfect 
harmony with the spirit of Christ 
made known and defended by His 
Church. 
'Phe present volume, we consider 
a masterpiece of refined popular 
exposition of the Catholic faith on 
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These points are especially note-
worthy: a good teacher, Dr. Kelly 
is tireless in presenting the correct 
philosophical basis of the particu-
lar phase of his subject under dis-
cussion. Thus, for instance, in the 
chapters dealing with the ~mportant 
topics of the learning process and 
the transfer of training, the read-
er finds emphasized the scholastic 
mentaries on current problems. It problems of the greatest variety 
is only when presented together, as and utmost importance. l.. ..... ::~~~~~~~: .... .J 
You hear a lot today 
about balanced diet-
.. and there's something too 
in the way tobaccos are bal-
anced that makes a cigarette 
milder and makes it taste 
better. 
I keep coming back to 
that statement on the back 
of the Chesterfield package-
(8ESTERFIELD·· 
--·(CGARmES 
ARE A BALANCED BlEND 
OF THE FINEST AROMA TIC 
TURKISH TOBACCO AND 
THE CHOICEST OF SEVERAl 
AMERICAN VARIETIES 
BLENDED IN THE CORRECT 
PROPORTION TO BRING 
OUT THE FINER QUALITIES 
OF EACH TOBACCO. 
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 
We believe you'll enjoy 
Chesterfields and we ask you 
to try them. 
• 
• • • 
A fraternity man at Mass. State 
arrested for drunkenness, was re-
leased on the plea that he had 
water on the brain and he was just 
taking an .anti-freeze solution. 
-the cigarette that's MILDER 
-the cigarette t~at TASTES BETTER 
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